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If' T!t.c
Slloe Fits
By DAVE BRANDS
Last month, the Lobo Boosters
Club awarded around $2000 worth
of gift certificates which included a
$1000 certificate to head football
Coach Rudy Feldman, a $500
certificate to Feldman's wife, and
$100 certificates to each of the seven
assistant grid coaches. The gifts,
evidently, were given in appreciation
for the 7-3 WAC runner-up team the
coaches produced this year. It would
be interesting to see if coaches Rusty
Mitchell, Ron Jacobson and John
Mechem (gymnastics, wrestling and
swimming, respectively), will get
some goodies from the benevolent
boosters if their teams do as well as
Feldman's. After all, if Rudy's wife
can get a $500 gift, the "minor"
sport coaches should be given a piece
of the booty, if not only a couple of
personalized "Let's Go Lobos"
license plates.

majority leader, "Do you think you
can find me an extension cord in this
place?''

****

The Los Angeles Times of
Christmas Eve showed the spirit and
wonders of the holiday season
but. . . The banner headline read,
"Nixon Acts on Polluted Water."
Well, no body's perfect,

****

Is nothing sacred? No! Not even
(sob, sob) New York's Conservative
Pady. Senate winner James L.
Buckley of New York got more than
$400,000 in campaign cash from
false-front committees set up in

Washington, D.C. to conceal the
identity of the donors.
On a single day a quarter-million
dollars swelled the Conservative
candidate's campaign coffers from
such committees as "Scientists for
Sensible Solutions to Pollution" and
"League of Middle American
Women." Some committee names
really ran the gamut of imagination:
''Town Meeting Preservation
Society," "Committee to Keep a
Cop on the Beat," "Students for a
Stable Society," "Citizens for
Citizen's Government" and
"Neighbors for Neighborhood
Schools."

Buckley voluntarily filed a report
disclosing the donations with the
U.S. Senate.
A loophole in the law discounts
campaign committees in the nation's
capitol from reporting where they
get money and how they spend it.
Thus, the "D.C. committees" have
become. "pipelines" for donors
wishing to remain anonymous.
David R. Jones, Buckley's
campaign manager, said the
Washington committees were set up
to hide the names of donors and
"that's the only reason." About the
names, Jones grinned "We made a
game out of it."

Angela Declares Herself 'Innocent of All Charges'

By DONALD B. TllACKREY
SAN RAFAEL, Calif. (UPI)Black militant Angela Davis
charged Tuesday she was the
victim of "a political frameup"
and declat·ed herself innocent of
the murder of a judge killed with
three others in a courtroom
shootout.
Davis, who raised her clenched
fist in a power salute as she
entered a heavily - guarded
courtroom for her arraignment,
said she was "innocent of all
charges" but did not formally
enter a plea.
.
Superior Court Judge Joseph G.
Wilson said she and Ruche]]
Magee, 31, a San Quentin prison
inmate chained in his chair during
the hearing, would probably
return to court in early March to
enter formal pleas to charges of
murder, kidnaping and
conspiracy.
"I declare before the court and
the public that I am innocent of
all charges," Davis said when
allowed to speak by the judge, "I
stand., before this court on a
political frameup,"

'W1mt Else Is New? Mercury Poisoning-Why Do You Ask?'

* ***

About 300 persons marched
around a knoll across a street,
chanting "Free Angela," while
200 others filled a corridor
outside the court.
In her speech, Davis contended
the charges against her were
political and therefore it was
necessary for her to help represent
herself if she were to receive a fair
trial.
She was interrupted by
prosecutor Albert W, Harris Jr.,
who objected to her remarks, and
by the judge, who told her: "The

courtroom is no place for a
speech."
Harris argued that Davis could
either act as her own lawyer or
have the five attorneys represent
her, but not both.
Her lawyers were Allan
Brotsky, Margaret Burnham,
Dennis J. Roberts, Howard Moore
Jr. and Michael Tigar. Brotsky is a
colleague of Black Panther
attorney Charles Garry. Burnham
represented Davis during her
attempts to avoid extradition
from New York, where she was
captured two months after the
shootout. Moore is an Atlanta
attorney who has represented
Stokely Carmichael, H. Rap
Brown and Julian Bond. Roberts
was one of the attorneys at the
"Chicago Seven" conspiracy trial.
Tigar was one of the attorneys in
the recent "Seattle Seven"
conspiracy trial.
In an interview in the Jan. 1
edition of the Black Muslim
publication "Muhammed Speaks,"
Davis accused the FBI of "setting
me up" to be legally murdered.
Davis, who was arrested in a

New York mot<'l, was asl(ed by
Joe Walker, New York editor of
"Muhammad Speaks," how she
felt when she learned she was on
the FBI's 10 most wanted Jist.
"I expected the Nixon - Reagan
clique to resort to any measure i,o
suppress their critics," the
publication quoted her. "They are
using all means in their power to
eliminate revolutionary activity in
this country."
"The FBI is rapidly becoming a
force similar to the death squad in
Brazil used to repress Brazilian
freedom fighters," sh<! said. "By
placing me on the 10 most wanted
list, by characterizing me as a
dangerou~, hardened crimind'l,
they were setting me up either to
be killed on the spot or to be
legally murdered by Reagan's
running dogs."
Walker quoted Davis as saying
"hardly a day passed last year
when I didn't receive a death
threat in some form or anothet·."
She said she fled because "I was
convinced that there was little
likelihood that I would get justice
in California."

MEXICO
Black Berets Walk Out
Of Commission Meeting
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guns used during the escape bid,
in which a judge, prosecutor and
several jurors were kidnaped.
Under California law, an
accomplice can be charged with
murder and f11ces the death
penalty, Magee was one of three
convicts trying to flee.
Except for Magee's attempts to
complain about his lawyer and
murmurs of "1·ight on . . . free
Angela" as Davis made her
clenched fist gesture and as she
spoke, there were no disruptions.

NEW

Some make it and some try and
try and try ...
Fabian Chavez rejoined the
KOAT-TV news staff after his
unsuccessful bid for the District 1
U.S. Congressional seat. Chavez was
in Santa Fe with Roger Beimer,
KOAT political editor, readying for
Bruce King's last press conference
before the inauguration. Before the
conference Beimer was setting up the
camera and lighting equipment in a
room in the Capitol building when
he ran into a problem. Said Beimer
to Chavez, a former state Senate
By DAVID SANFORD
Reprinted from the Rutgers Targum
If the ecology movement of 1970
follows the course of other popular
crusades of the past decade - for
civil rights and against war - it will
end without fully achieving its
objectives. Attention spans are short;
the obstacles are formidable, and the
real zealots are without real power to
· effect basic change.
The movement to "conserve what
we have" and to "repair the damage
already done" (President Nixon's
phrases) requires radical changes that
neither the president, Congress nor
the principal polluters in industry
will stand for. It has little to do with
using returnable glass bottles and
anti-litter campaigns, and nothing to
do with the standard political
rhetoric of ecology.
James Ridgeway's book, "The
Politics of Ecology," published by
E.P. Dutton and Co., refers to the
movement that blossomed on Earth
Day in the past tense: Once the
hysteria of the movement had
passed, the politics of ecology
seemed altogether dull, complicated
and in the end paralyzing, bestowing
on the participants a special sense of
futility and alienation. It was an
issue which told us only that we are
all victims and that nothing changes.
While Ridgeway's obituary may be
more of a prediction than it is
history, there's a lot of evidence to
bear it out.
The basic technology to treat
sewage and clean up water was
developed in the 19th century but
has never been used on a wide scale.
The sewage treatment plants that
now exist and those which will be
built (in insufficient number and
with insufficient money) work well
enough for human waste, but don't
work well for the increasing tonnage
of chemical industrial waste. Much
of the money spent on these
systems, when money is available,
goes not into facilities but into the
pocket of construction companies

The judge permitted her to talk
briefly in support of a motion
that she be allowed to act as
co-counsel with her five attorneys.
Wilson took the request under
submission and gave the defense
attorneys until Feb. 5 to file
briefs supporting it and other
motions. He gave the prosecution
until Feb, 22, Wilson said he
would seek to have a judge from
outside the county appointed to
handle the case before then.
Magee, who was chained to his
chair because of violent behavior
at previous proceedings, was
finally removed physically from
the courtroom while making a
rambling speech saying that he
would not cooperate with his
, court - appointed attorney.
' About 60 supporters of Davis including her father, brother and
sister- and 40 newsmen jammed
the courtwom at Marin County
Hall of Justice, where Judge
Harold Haley, two convicts and
their accomplice in an escape
attempt were shot to death last
Aug. 7.
Davis allegedly purchased the

Ecology
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and consulting engineers who ask for
and receive excessive profits for their
work.
Standard setting for air and water
pollution is more often than not
done in secret meetings closed to the
public on the grounds that
discussions involve "trade secrets" of
the offending corporations.
Compliance with standards set in
accordance with industry wishes
often is voluntary; that is, there's no
compliance. Companies with

Past Tenses
subsidiaries producing devices to
control pollution are themselves
among the principle polluters.
Only if there is money to be made
from pollution abatement, or if the
public can be made to pay the costs,
will corporations buy stock in the
crusade.
Nearly all the haggling that goes
on in writing and enforcing
anti-pollution legislation deals With
the economics of ecology. Therefore,

Fighting Water Pollution

intelligent evaluation of measures
proposed to limit pollution requires
the constant reiteration of the
question: Will it work, who will pay
for it, and is the bill sent to the right
address.
About 85 percent of U.S.
communities charge a fee for use ·of
sewers. Half of these charge
additionally for handling industrial
wastes. But in the northeast, where
industry proliferates, industrial user
charges are rare. In Boston industry
and individual residents pay the same
rates based on water use. Many
industrial waste chemicals bolix up
sewage systems with industrial
indigestion. Corporation's output of
filth is four times that of individuals.
And the general public pays a
disproportionate share of the bill.
Who's attitude will have to
change? Effective pollution control
legislation~ the kind we don't
have - would tell big businessmen
that if they make a mess they'll have
to clean it up, at their own expense.
Making corporations liable for
their own acts is exceedingly
difficult. After the Santa Barbara oil
spill, the House and Senate passed
liability amendments to the
pollution laws, stiff ones it is said.
But while the law now requires
polluters to clean up oil spills it does
not make them responsible to
communities, businesses or
individuals injured by the spills.
Ridgeway's book has the
advantage of recommending
solutions. The author would have the
government take on injunctive
powers to force pollution abatement
or close down pollution companies.
He'd regulate prices so businesses
could not pass costs onto consumers,
and he'd pay for the clean up with
industrial profits.
Ridgeway, of course, would be the
last person to think that Nixon,
Congress and the clean-water prize
winners in industry would take him
up on his visionary solutions. That's
his past-tenses ecology.
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Although several
representatives objected to the
board on the grounds such
organizations were ineffectual,
John Goldsmith, representative
for the New Breed said, "We
should all study the proposal and
take action on its specifics at the
next meeting on Jan. 21.
"The black community might
be interested in some proposal
more specific than the broad goals
outlined in Reyes' presentation.
We can go on until the 21st. Wt~
don't want a papet· organization
and any human relations board
should have some means of
enforcement not just an advisory
capacity.
City Commissioner Charles
Barnhart told the blacks, "Any
board created by ordinance must
by I aw serve in an advisory
capacity. It cannot be an
enforcement agency but, it could
bring abuses to the attention of
the City Commission."
During discussion of Reyes'
human rights board proposal the
Black Berets sat quietly but after
feasibility of creating such a board
had been discussed Moore said,
before leaving with his followers,
"We won't attend any more of
these meetings."

Survey Examines AS Bookstore Operation

II "
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recreation and police community relations, came from
black and Chicano spokesmen.

Book Prices Continue Steady Climb
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Representatives of the activist
Chicano group Black Berets, last
night walked out of a meeting
between city commissioners and
members of minority groups to
c-~·~,··.----::),1 1\ discuss community problems.
Richard Moore, Black Beret
J;frr-:=-~~:; spokesman, said, "We came
.. ~ =--~,:{
thinking specific issues like the
suspension of two police officers
~;;::.;;;;;~;~="'> Hid _review of laws on abusive
~~~~~~~~~~
language, disorderly conduct,
resisting arrest, obscene gestures
and drunk driving charges would
be discussed."
Moore alleg<'d ml'mbers of his
organization had bl'('ll subjected
to discrimination by C<'rtain police
offic<'rs and said, "We wanted a
dirt>ctive from City Manager
Richard Wilson on police
han-assment but we didn't get it.
A militant becomes a militant
after attending meetings like
this."
The Berets left after an hour
and a half debate on a proposal
submitted by city commissioner
G.P. Reyes. Moore said,
"Although Reyes claimed the
proposal to create a community
commission on human rights came
Photo by Sue Major
out of a meeting with the Berets
the previous day, it did not."
A survey released bye the ASUNM Statistical Research Committee
Much criticism of the proposal
concluded that although the Associated Students Bookstore
creating the board of citizens to
management tries to curb book prices through purchase of paper ·
advise the City Commission on
bound books, these attempts are overshadowed by the continued
community problems such as
rise in prices.
housing, discrimination,

A survey of the policies of the
Associated Students Bookstore
indicated "there has been and
continues to be a steady increase
in the price of books."
The survey, conducted by the
ASUNM Statistical ResC'arch
Committee, noted the bookstore
i.1 the Union serves as "the main
supplier of books fot• the students
at UNM and in many cases the
only supplier.''
The focus of the study was to
determine whether a pattcl'll
exists in pr.icc increases. The
committee also attempted to
determine to what extent the
bookstore takes advantage of
di~counts in purchasing books, as
well as bookstore policies
concerning purchasing and
reselling of books, rnark·up . of
books and gctlcral operntmg
procedures and costs.
"There is some indication it1
certain cases the bookstore
management attempted to curb

Wednesddy, January 6, 1971

the rise in prices by purchasing years. The price of the 28 books
paper-bound instead of rose an average of 34.9 pet·cent
cloth-bound books. However, this between 68·69 and an additional
is grossly overshadowed by the
9.46 percent between 69·70.
continued, and in some cases
Between 68-69 the price of 93
drastic, rise in prices.
books remained the same. The
"It is also quite apparent the
price of 67 rose on the average of
price increase could be greatly 26.7 percent and the price of 11
curbed if there were more paper · dropped on the average of 37.6
bound books purchased, let alone percent,
effecting chmiges in mark-up
Between 69-70 the price of 96
practices and making those hooks remained the same. The
discounts which the bookstore price of 68 rose on the average of
takes adva11Lagc of available to the 21.98 percent and the price of
students," tlw report concluded. seven dropped on the average of
The study was conducted
36.6 percent.
through bookstore catalogs for
Price increases for individual
the 1968·69, 1969-70 and books ranged from two percent to
1970-71 academic yeat·s. The 689 percent between 68·69 and
catalogs contained only prices for from two percent to 203 percent
books which Wet·e in use and are between 69-70, the survey
still being used in UNM courses. showed.
The committee found 171 books
Price decreases were attributed
which· were used all three by the survey mainly to "the
academic yem·s.
change from cloth - bound to
Oi' the 171 books only 28 rose papet•- bound books."
in price h1 all three academic
A.O. Jackson, bookstore

manager, told committee
members that in general there is a
20 to 40 percent mark-up on all
books.
The committee also attempted
to determine to what extent the
bookstore management takes
ad vantage of discounts in
purchasing books from publishers.
Based on a pa1'tial list of 10
publishers, the survey cone] uded
the bookstore is offered and takes
advantage of an average 26.3
percent discount in purchasing
books. Discounts fol' individual
books range from 20 percent to
42 percent.
"We thought about using this
repot·t to do groundwot·k for a
possible cooperative bookstore. Is
there any advantage to setting one ·
up or can other arrangements be
made with the bookstore?"
explained Ed Benavidez,
coordinator of the Statistical
Research Committee.
Benavidez said the committee

also estimated book expenditures
per semester based on actual
schedules given to them by
students or schedules devised
from courses recommended in the
catalog. The committee assumed
an average schedule of 15 hours,
Benavidez said.
Based on these sample
schedules, the committee found a
freshman in Arts and Sciences
would expect to pay at least
$78.85 per semester; a sophomore
$69.35 per semester; a junior
about $45 per semester; and a
senior about $48 per semester.
The committee also surveyed
operating costs of the bookstore,
which pays no rent for the space
in the Union. The bookstore
employs 19 fulltime persons and
12 parttime students. However,
the commtttee was not able to
obtain figures on how much the
bookstol'e spends per month in
salal'ies.
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U Fine Arts College
Revamps Curricula

Local Nutrition Program
Draws National Interest

m Coroner Rules

Noncombat Fatalities Increasing

Testimony to Begin on Pollution

Students of a special seminar in
engineering control of air
The College of Fine Arts has
Dean Adam~ said the new pollution will testify Jan. 12 at a
city Environmental Health
revamped its curdcula to curricula call for relatively few
eliminate group requirements and specific course requirements. As Department hearing on whethet·
unnecessary catalog provisions an example, English 101 and 102 automobiles emitting visible
and to simplify requirements (freshman English) are not smoke are a contributing factor to
the city's air pollution problem.
wherever possible.
required in some prog;·ams, This
The students will also testify as
The changes represent a change was made with
to whether poorly tuned engines
philosophy of education that concunence of the English
and poorly maintained exhaust
places a greater responsibility on department, the Dean said.
emission
devices are contributing
the student and at the same time
"Our basic approach is to
gives him greater latitude and descl'ibe alternatives rather than significant amounts of pollution
flexibility in building his academic to state requirements," Dean to the atmosphere.
program.
Five students in the seminar,
Adams said. "The choice is largely
The new curricula were left up to the student. Obviously, which is taught by Tom Feldman,
developed by a student - faculty some programs are, of necessity, associate professm· of mechanical
committee chaired by Dean more structured than others. For engineering, recently conducted
Clinton Adams. They have been example, a student majoring in tests on the amount of unburned
approved by all of the music education must take a hydro carbons and carbon
monoxide emissions from
departments concerned in the number of specific courses for
automobiles. The students
college and by the college faculty. teacher certification."
In place of the former group
"The changes have been made gathered samples from
requirements, the college will as a result of our highly successful automobiles owned by UNM
require that in each of the degree experience with an experimental students and faculty. After initial
programs the student complete a curriculum established in 1968," tests for carbon monoxide
certain number of hours outside he explained. "We know from outputs made while the
his major and that a certain that experience that, given full automobiles' engines were
proportion of these- varying freedom of choice, our students running, the students conducted
according to the degree have consistently made intelligent hydrocarbon analysis on a gas
program be selected from decisions about their programs."
chromatograph, a device which
courses offered by the College of
measures the rate of burn of the
In all programs of the college a
Arts and Sciences.
sample content and produces an
minimum
of 128 hours is required
The college has eliminated
electronic read out on the
physical education as a specific for a degree, Of these, at least 40
hydrocarbon analysis.
requirement, but students may hours must be completed in
None of the cars tested were
take up to four hours in physical courses numbered 300 or above.
found to have visible smoke
education activity courses for
emissions but the tests conducted
The curricular changes become
credit toward graduation.
on
non -smoke emitting
effective Semester I, 1971-72.
automobiles will provide the
group with important
comparisons,
Chuck Roberts, a mechanical
engineering doctoral candidate
said, "We found that most newe;
automobiles (1970-71) conformed
to the federal specifications for
A series of television Agency with cameras, other
commercials on good nutrition equipment, and additional
Island in Time
have been filmed in Albuquerque producers' services. Margo
The honorary biology society
for national use. A New York firm Schuster, a research associate with at UNM, Phi Sigma, will present a
selected Albuquerque as the the UNM medical school, was conservation film, "Island In
filming site.
technical consultant on nutrition Time," Jan. 8, 7, p.m., biology
building room 100.
"We have been amazed at the for the films.
The film is free to the general
cooperation we have received
public.
from everyone here," said Wayne
Lackman, filming director.
New Mexico's Nutrition
Planning Program is the only
project started in the nation. It
has been funded by the Office of
Economic Opportunity (OEO).
Project chairman is Francis
LeBaron, professor of
biochemistry at the UNM School
of Medicine, with Bill Elliott as
project director.
"The OEO had a small budget
for making these national
television films, and hired Manoff
Agency of New York to make
them," Elliott said. "We were ,glad
to provide technical assistance and
help OEO save money- at the
same time stressing the
importance of good nutrition to
the consumer public."
Filming took place in the
school cafeteria at Kirtland
school, at a school outdoor
basketball court, and at the North
Valley Community Center where
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon
appeared in commercials on food
stamps. He filmed the
commercials both in English and
in Spanish.
Bandelier Films of
Albuquerque provided the Manoff

~!

UNM Students Study City's Air Problem

emissions of carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons, but as the cars
get older and get a few thous<md
miles on them, they become
potential polluters."
One car tested, a three-year-old
foreign economy model using a
"clean air" gasoline, was found to
be putting out about 3500 parts
ber million of unburned
hydrocarbon and seven percent
carbOJl monoxide. This ear set a
record for the tests conducted

HUGE

&
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Nonhostile Deaths Outnumber Combat Casualities

Dec, 13.
Larry Willis said, "for those of
lH:~
entering industry, the
important thing about this project
is that we will be aware of the
problems caused by mechanical
designs that do not take the
environment into consideration.
By being aware of these
environmental problems, we, as
engineers, can design equipment
so that it will not pollute the
environment."

WILD DISCOUNTS
RECORDS & TAPES

By DARRELL GARWOOD
fatalities,
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Deaths
In 1968, the peak year of the
due to nonhostile causes ranging war, there were 14,592 combat
from accidents to suicides now deaths. This fell to 9414 in 1969
outnumber U.S. combat deaths in and 4203 through Dec. 26, 1970.
Vietnam, Pentagon statistics
Through last August, the
showed Monday.
Pentagon had listed 8473
During December, when weekly noncombat deaths in Vietnam. It
combat deaths were 27, 29, 23 gave the following breakdown of
and 41, noncombat deaths the causes:
numbered 31, 32, 46 and 42 for
Plane and helicopter crashes
the same weeks.
2448, vehicle accidents 651,
The Pentagon said the latest drownings and suffocations 818,
figures show that 44,208 U.S. burns 114, malaria 9 7, hep ititis
servicemen have been killed in 17, other illness 419, heart attacks
Vietnam since the first battle 213, strokes 33, suicides 234,
death there in 196L There were ace idental self-destruction 406,
9032 nonhostile deaths during the intentional homicide 85,
same period.
accidental homicide 662, other
accidents 1955, other causes 228
Until the wind-down in the
and unknown or not reported 93.
U.S. military activity in Vietnam
The Pentagon also released
during the past two years,
these other military statistics for
nonhostile deaths accounted for
1970:
less than 20 percent of the total
-figures were expected to show
the strength of the combined U.S.
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SATURADY NIGHT, JANUARY 16, 8:30P.M.
CIVIC AUDITORIUM-TICKETS $4 advance, $5 at the door.
A Crystalleif Prom<>lion-KQEO Production

UNM Student
Suicide Victim

Extreme Cold Conditions
Cause Heating Problems

New Mexico Lobo
VoL 74
No. 72
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The county coroner has
ruled the death of 23 year - old Jerome
Kinneb'rew as suicide,
pending results of a
toxicology test. The
engineering major took his·
life Monday evening in his
De Vargas dorm residence.
Campus police were
notified of the incident at
6:01 p.m. The coroner
arrived at the scene at
6:40 and pronounced the
victim dead of a gunshot
wound in the head
inflicted by a 7.65 Mauser
rifle.
Police reported
Kinnebrew was talking to
other residents two
minutes before the
gunshot. There appears to
be no reason for the
suicide.

Hibernation?

UNM's Physical Plant is
experiencing "severe problems in
keeping some campus buildings
heated," the manager of
construction and maintenance
said.
Floyd B. Williams, Jr., said his
maintenance crews worked
around the clock . Monday and

Tickets available at Beau Britches, Cristy Records, K & B Music,
Riedling's Mirandi, Strambergs Trend Shop-Winrock, and Exchange-A-Tape.

Up your midi.

Basketball Contest
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The intramural department at
UNM has scheduled a special
event which will combine two
basketball skills, the free throw
and the lay-up. The number of
free throws made out of 25 and
Either the Christmas vacation the number of lay·ups made in
spirit lingers on, or the traditional
two minutes will be totaled to
lethargy of the spring break is determine
the winners.
beginning early. It's hhpossible to
Trophies and medals will be
say which. One student catches a awarded to the five top finishers
short catnap in the Union lounge,
in each of three categories, a total
despite the continual noise.
of 15 individual awards. An
individual's category is
determined by whether he is
affiliated with a fraternity, lives in
a dormitory or Jives off campus.
No participation points will be
awarded.
The event will be staged in the
main arena of Johnson Gym on
Tuesday night, attempting to Tuesday night, Jan. 12 and on
maintain normal heating Wednesday night, Jan. 13 between
conditions in all buildings, 6:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
especially Jiving quarters.
Participants may come at any
The unusually cold conditions tim~ du!ing the two evenings.
during the last two days have
All eligible male students,
taxed UNM's heating units
undergraduate
or graduate, may
beyond their capacity and several
participate.
The
supervisor in
breakdowns were reported chargE> is Ted Amundson.
He may
Monday night,
be
reached
at
277-4346.
Williams said the h"nting
capacity of UNM's units is normal
for the Southwest where
temperatures such as Monday
night's 10 to 20 below zero, are
"almost unheard of." He added
they were the lowest in 40 years
for Albuquerque.
Heating units in Santa Clara,
Hokona, and the biology and
chemistry buildings were out of
order for short periods on
Monday night and Tuesday
morning.
Williams also said the ammonia
nitrate, normally used to clear the
streets and sidewalks in the
campus area, did not work
effectively Tuesday due to the
extreme temperatures and his men
were forced to begin using salt
which is more destructive but
works well at the low
temperatures.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277-4102, 277-4202
The

New Mexico Lobo is
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of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not financially associated with
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New 1\Iexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
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The opinions expressed on the
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DENIM BELLS

TOO COLD, CAR
WON1 TSTART?
FROST TOO THICK,
Vv0N 1i COME ·oFF?
TOO COLD, DON 1T
WANT TOO WALK?
RIDE THE BUS!
Albuquerque Transit
......... ""tr·

Studying
yours.
Cooking
•
ts ours.
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armed forces at 2.9 million men,
compared with more than 3.4
million at the start of 1969.
Another reduction of 300,000
men was predicted for this year.
-the draft has been reduced
from 290,000 men in 1969 to
163,500 in 1970, with still
another reduction predicted fm·
1971 by Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird.
, .
-South Vietnamese combat
deaths have fallen from 27,915 in
1968 and 21,833 in 1969 to
17,649 through October, 1970.
-North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong deaths also have been
reduced, from 181,459 in 1968
and 156,954 in 1969 to 97,453
through November, 1970. Those
figures are estimated however.
-the administration has set a
goal of 284,000 men in Vietnam
by next May 1, little more than
half the strength of 543,000 men
at the beginning of 1969.
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There is a revolution coming. It will not
be like revolutions of the past. It will
originate with the individual and with
culture, and it will change the political
structure only as its final act. It will not
require violence to succeed, and it cannot
be successfully resisted by violence. This
i~:? the revolution of tl1e new generation.

Why use your study or free time
cooking and cleaning up?
Our specialty is preparing flne
food and lots of it. We wash the dishes.

We Now Have Some Vacancies.
If Apartment Living or Commuting
Has got you down, Come

N.E.

303 ASH ST. N.E.

by and Move ln.

The College Inn
Unsurpassed for college living.

Phone 243-2881
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Ecology Campaign Gets Results

Abolish College Degrees?
Featured in Mademoiselle

2 Students Preach Gospel of Ecology
Amistad is now offering a little
of the old ·and something new in
their present catalog of classes
beginning this week.
Ernest Kilker, diructor of
Amistad, said "Some of the
classes have been going on for the
whole semester and will continue.
Others are just now beginning or
starting over, such as Latin
American. topics forum (under
this new name from last year)."
He said the groups "will
continue to meet as long as there
is an interest in the subjects by
the discussion leader and the
students."
One discussion leader, Thomas
Ormsby, describes "You-niverse"
as a class exploring the idea "truth
the fact each man is one infinite
and eternal being... and that our
innermost self is the living God."
" Cosmic awareness through
living a totally spontaneous life, is
what the discussion leader hopes
the students would learn in the
"Cosmic Awareness" class.
Gary Speer said the "Tarot"
class would deal with the study of
the effect of cosmic influences on
the tools of man "from the tree of
life and corresponding them to
astrology, .. "
Charles Lynd described his
course on Marshall Mcluhan as an
attempt to "explain Mcluhan's
peculiar 'style': his use of
aphorisms and jargon; his all-

directions - at - once - approach art science, history, Ct\lture, etc.;
and perhaps together we'll be able
to assess the importance of his
work."
Damian said "Perception and
Creation" would deal into the
"perceptual expansion as pertains
exp1·essly to and other forms of
non-ego expression,"
The Amistad theater workshop
lead by Joe Toulouse will present
a play on the Vietnam war,
written and directed by Toulouse.
He said, "If you want to
participate or just ask questions,
give me a ring at 842-5993."
Other courses being planned at
the present include: "Sensory
Awareness," "Witchcraft and the
Occult," "Relevance and Social
Anthropology," "Latin American
Topics Forum," "Violence vs.
Nonviolence," "I Ching," "The
Ex:citing Voice of Reason," "Jesus
of Nazareth," "Existential roleplaying," "Philosophy of the
Revolution,'' and "Class
Struggles."
Others are "Educating the
Children of the Apocalypse,"
"The MIC in New Mexico,"
"Bioscope: Amistad film group,"
"Weaving," and "Ethnocentrism
and U.S. Foreign Policy."
Any other courses which any
student or group would like to see
added to this list, please contact
Amistad.

By THOMAS D. DROLSHAGEN
Beloit, Wis. (UPI)- In one
quiet Mississippi river town a
football coach leads his high
school team in cleaning up refuse
along a scenic road.
In another river community,
high school students embark on a
treasure hunt for trash- and
collect eight tons of broken glass
and discarded bottles.
Students in a third town along
a river finish an ecological field
trip in a nearby park by scouring a
stream and its banks for refuse
and piling it in neat stacks next to
overflowing trash cans,
In yet another river
community, high schoolers
demand that a soft drink
distributor replace its
nonreturnable bottle vending
machine in the school with one
that dispenses returnable bottles.
These are the things that have
been happening as two young men
from Beloit College travel along
the Mississippi, town by town,
trying to stimulate citizens to
study their environment.
In a sense, Greg Fernette, of
Janesville, Wis., and Alan
Crossley, of Waterford, Conn., are
traveling evangelists, preaching the
gospel of ecology and damning
the sins of pollution.
When their 14-week trek ends
early this winter, Fernette and
Crossley will have preached at
high schools in about 75 towns
within 10 miles of the banks of
the Mississippi River, starting at
Brainerd, Minn., and ending at

Donaldsonville, La., near the
river's delta.
They moved along in a specially
equipped motor home called the
Environvan, delivering lectures to
people not much younger than
themselves and conducting field
trips.
A spokesman for Beloit
College, which sponsored the
educational project, said it has
succeeded because "two
undergraduate students can relate
to high school kids a lot better
than a Ph.D. in ecology could."
"The project has exceeded
every goal we set out to gain," he
said. "Their success is due in great
part to their informal methods of
presentation- yet it's not
haphazardly done."
The journey of Fernette and
Crossley comprises their "field
term," which Beloit requires of all
its students. They must engage in
research or service somewhere off
campus and away from home for
15 months before returning to the
college to complete their
undergraduate studies.
·
Fernette, a geology major, has
already spent one of his terms in
Antarctica with the National
Scien_ce Foundaiton, Crossley is
majoring in physics and the
Environvan tour is his first field
term.
The two spent considerable
time along the Mississippi before
the lecture tour, picking field trip
sites, photographing geographic
formations and landmarks,
gathering evidence of pollution.

Applications are now being
accepted for d·raft counselor.
Application forms are available
•
1n the Student Government Office
January 6 through January 15. 1971.
Deadline for applications
January 15, 1971.

•
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In their standard one-hour high
school presentation, Fernette and
Crossley try to impart to their
audiences an over-all picture of
the geography of the Mississippi
and its valley, its navigational
value, the use oZ the land that it
drains and floods, the problems of
urban centers and
industrialization along its banks,
and the concept of the valley as
an interconnected environment
with common ecological
problems.
Many schools which did not
sign up for the tour when the
schedule was being laid out are
now asing Beloit College to send
Fernette and Crossley on another
trip next spring. Service clubs
along the Mississippi have invited
the two to speak.
The Beloit spokesman said
there is a possibility of obtaining
federal funds to expand the
program to other . areas of the
Midwest.
"Fernette and Crossley have
learned not to Roft soap the high
school students," the college
spokesman said, "because it
would only come off sounding
like a television commercial that
way."
Fernette and Crossley take
pains to make the problem of
environmental pollution a
personal one for each student
with whom they come in contact.
"We're finding so many people
who think of pollution only in
terms of the big industrial
center," Fernette said. "We're
trying to alert them to what is
happening in the environment of
their own farms and villages,
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Canned Heat

Lobo Review

'Future Blues' -- Good Comeback
"FUTURE BLUES"- Canned
Heat (Liberty I LST 11002). This
is Canned Heat's fifth album, It's
very good, and also special for a
number of reasons.
It's a fine comeback after the
disappointing "Hallelujah"
album- shows they haven't lost a
thing, and maybe are even better
than ever. It demonstrates how
strong the group's musical
identity is; though lead guitarist
Henry Vestine was temporarily
absent (from this album, and from
tours until recently), a lot of
people would never suspect it if
the jacket didn't tell you Harvey
Mandel was filling in for him.
Mandel has been hailed as a fine
guitarist for some timP, but on
this album he demonstrates a
talent to retain his musicianship
and the original flavor of Vestine's
work a the same time_ "Future
Blut>s" will not prove traumatic
evt>n for the most devoted CannPd
Hl•at fan.
Thl'ir next album may,
however, bl'causc unless there are
some tapes stashed away
somt•where, this is the last we'll
hear of the unique AI "Blind
Owl" Wilson. His death a few
months ago leaves Canned Heat
with a gap no one will r<.'ally be
able to fill.

MAKE AN
APPOINTMENT
WITH OUR
DOCTORS

Wilson playl•d rhythm, slide
and bottleneck guitar, but was
best known for his harp playing
and high-pitched vocals. At least
half the songs most people thinlt
of when they think of Canned
Heat featured his unusual blues
vocalizing, though Bob "the.Bear"
Hite is supposed to be thmr lead
singer. (For anyone not too
familiar with the group, it was
Wilson on "Going Up The

Chit's Notes are wntten by
scholars who know how to help
you study. Authors (predominantly Ph.D.'s, are carefully
selected lor the1r knowledge of
a parhcular play or novel-- plus
ab1llty to mterpret its plot and
characters so they will be
relevant to your literature course.
Th1s careful attention to quality
has made Cliff's Notes the most·
used study a1d on college
campuses nat1onw1de. (Pick the
f1tle you need loday - you'll fmd
1! holds the key to efficient
use of your study lime.)
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will just grin from ear to ear for a
week after they hear it.
You can't help dwelling on the
late Wilson's contributions to this
album, but it must be mentioned
that the rest of it is quite up to
par with Canned Heat standards.
lt's too bad Harvey Mandel didn't
decide to stay with them; his
guitar work is just delicious. The
eight minute "So Sad" may also
become one of their standards,
and it sums up "Future Blues"
ecological message,

****
Canned Heat will be doing a
concert here Jan. 16, along with
Crow and Southwind. Tickets are
on sale at the usual places. The
last time I saw C..anned Heat here,
about three Christmases ago, they
really ripped up the place, stealing
it all from three other well-known
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High Speed XEROX COPIES-Se-Ne Llmit
special rates lo.- dissertaticns-requircd paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
247·4406
Nafional Building & 120 Madeira NE
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Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
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266-3232
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"Doctors Hours"

What can we do about it? Two
things. We can try to increase the food
supply. And we can try to check the
growth of population.
Some progress has been made in
increasing food supply. But not nearly
enough has been done in reducing
population growth.
A crash program is needed to control
population growth in the hungry, overpopulated areas of the world. And it
must begin now. While thereisstilltimc.
A White House panel has recommended that the United States Govcrmnent spend at least $100 million n
year on family planning help to underdeveloped nations. (That's only a tiny
fraction of the $15 ~ we've

already spent on our Food for Peace
Program.)
There's a lot at stake. Not only the
Jives of the starving people of the
world. But our Jives. And the Jives of
our children. A hungry world can
never be a peaceful world.
Take a few minutes to wire, write
or telephone anyone in Washington
you think might be helpful. Urge the
speeding up of Government action in
the population emergency. And write
us for more information and ideas on
how you can help.
We must acl now. Tne longer we
wait, the more people will die from
starvation. That's something to think
about over dinner tonight.
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"A TOP-NOTCH LAUGH RIOT."

=

"A TRIPLE-BARRELLED EXPLOSION OF
COMEDY."
-Chapman, Daily News

EUGENE Dt.ACK, former hcnd,Wo!ld DRilk

Dlt. DE.Tl.EV BRONK, iormcr J•rcs.rdcntt
ltocke(ctlcr Universily
IIAROI.D W.IIOSl'llOM. V!'" l'ro•I~I<Qt,
UOP Tmnspo11ntion Elltllpmcnt Group

associated
students
boohstare

MRS. AlDURTD. LASKER

DR. HAROLD C. UIH!Y, Nobel L~llreate

I• RANK W. ADRAMS, former Chturrnnn,
Stnndnrd Oil ('nmpany o£ New Jersey
THORMAN W. ARNOLD,

former As'ii~lnnt tJ.S. Atlorhcy General
THOMAS D. CABOT, Chairman,

C'ulhll (\npor;1titll1
J()IIN COW!.ES, Chnlrma~,
Mlnnc3poli~ Stnt 011d Trrhune
GliNI!!IAL wn:I.IAM Jl,lli\AI'Im, JR.,
rnrmrr AtnlHt"l3:tdor lo NA1 0

.f

MARR1NER S. ECCLES{ former Chairman,

F'cdcrat Rcscn·c Btlan;

HENRY C. FLOWER, JR.,

former Vfce Chuirmnn,

J. WnHcr Thompson Co.
PR. Pllll,IP M. HAUSER,
University of Chien go
JOSEPH WOOD KRtJTCII, Author
MRS. CORr)nLJA S. MAY,J.ttutcl Foundation
I 10WLER McCORMICK, former Chairman,
lntcrn3tionnt llnrvcster Co.
HUGH MOORE, Founder, Di•ic Cup Company
ALLAN NEVINS. Prc.iucnl,
Amcrknn Acndcmy of Arts: & leiters
Dlt. Rt;TNIIO!.D NIFD!JITR, Pr<l(cs,orf;m<riius,

U1Hon Thcologicnt Sc1rti11:1ry

W!'dncsday, .January 6,1971
\

'~·--------------~~------------------------------

FRANCIS T. P. Pt.IMPTON,
former Ambassndornnd Deputn U.S. Rep.
10 the United Nations
•
ROCKEfi'L.LElt PRENTICll
ELMO ROPF.R, Pilblic Opinion Ann1yst
!.!'.SSING J. ROSENWALD
JONAS SALK, M.D.f The S>lk Tn•tllutc
ADOI.PII W. SCltM DT, T. Mellon & Sons
CHARLI'S E. SC'RII'I'S, Chalrmon,
Sc.•rit~tJS·Ifoward Ncw..spnpcrs
LEWIS L, STRAUSS,
(or mer Secretary of Commerce
CHARLES 1'.1'AFr,
fnrtlh'r Mavor of Cinc:innntf
WII.I.IAM li.'VANI>f'RUI!.T,

fnrmcr Gmrcrnor of Rhode fslnnd
J(()Dl;RT tJ, Wl'lll.E, Tr<osurcr,
Gent'SCC' Brcwjng Company
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-Grover, Associated Press
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NEIL SIMON
Original Production Directed by
MIKE NICHOLS
Scenic Production by
lighting by
by

EMERSON FOOTE, CHAIRMAN

Mon. thru Fri.
Sat., 8 p.m.-1 p.m.
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CAMPAIGN TO CHECK THE POPULATION EXPLOSION

8 p.m. to 5 p.m.
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It takes you about an hour to eat a
nice, leisurely dinner. From the time
you start your appetizer to the time
you finish your dessert, 417 people wiU
die from starvation.
You sec, world population has
already out-grown world food supply.
Every 8.6 seconds someone in an
under-developed country dies asa result
of illness caused by malnutrition.
That's 7 deaths every minute. 417
deaths every hour. 10,000 deaths
every day. Most of them children.
And that's just a taste of things to
come. Experts predict that tens of millions-even hundreds of millions-will
die from famine in the years ahead
unless something is done about it.
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lOa) Popejoy Haul

expect they'll do tlw same again.
Rock "fans" in this town are a
strange group; they complain
about living in a burg too small to
attract any good groups, then
when somebody goes out on a
limb to bring one here the crowd
is consistently much smaller than
it should be. Better take in this
one while you have a chancesome morning very soon we're
going to wake up and find the
ONLY music to be had will have
to come out of a stereo.
Charles Andrews

kopy korner

The National Science
Foundation has awarded a
$73,495 Institutional Grant for
Science to UNM.
George P. Springer, vice
p1·esident of research at UNM, said
the grant traditionally has been
used for major pieces of research
equipment, but no allocations
have been made from the new
grant yet.
The grant may be used in any
of the science, social science, or
technological fields, Dr. Springer
said, at the discretion of the
university.
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groups. Even wHhouf:. AJ W.ilu<Jn,H
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Science Grant

:

$1 at your bookseller or write:

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Country," Hite on their recent hit
"Let's Work Together.") There
are a few others around who can
blow as good as the Blind Owl
could, but no one else has that
combination of the unusual voice
and a perfect feel for the blues. A
lot of singers have been trying to
find the honest way a white man
can sing the black man's music
without making it seem like
another cultural rip-off; Wilson
and Joe Cocker probably come
closest to solving the problem,
and Wilson did it without turning
to rock.
Wilson has done better work on
previous individual songs, but this
is his best for an entire album.
Thet·e's not as much harp work as
on some past albums, but he did
four of the vocals and that's a real
trl'at. The one that's bound to
bl'come a classic for anyor.<.' who
loves that sort of fooling <>round is
"Skat," a who!<.' song of the great
scat singing he used to throw in
from time to time. Blind Owl's
not the best scat singer around,
hut there simply aren't more than
a handful of vocalists who even
att<.'mpt it. "Skat" is lll'lped along
by the delightfully funky horn
arrangements and honky tonk
piano playing of Dr. John, who
also sits in on "London Blues."
His touch makes it sound like
· so~ething straight out of a 1930s
musical. Anyone who knew and
loved AI Wilson through his music

situation wlwrein young peopl('
could work fo1· a while,
experiment with different artR o1·
trades, decide on wme l)l'anch of
knowledge they could profitably
investigate and then rPturn to
college for a few couJ's<!s.
Over-crowded universities would
no longer exist, because the
fulltime compulsion to be there
would be gone. "Most
important," he says, "society
would be freed from this insane
pursuit of paper c1·edentials
instead of education . . . rlnd
institutions would rethink their
personnel requirements to
emphasize prowess rather than
paper."

While you're eating dinner tonight,
417people will die from starvation. I

nNco,.,.o"•rru

Salary for position is $100.00
per month

NEW YORK, N.Y.- What
would happen if B.A.'s and B.S.'s
were somehow abolished
tomorrow? Douglas Matthews,
Harvard Law student, investigates
the proposal in his feature,
"College Degrees Have Got to
Go!," in January "Mademoiselle."
"Over the past 30 to 40 years,
college degrees have
metamorphosed from being
something that mattered only to
an aristocratic- intellectual elite,
filling the relatively small number
of jobs that required post - high school training, into the most
important caste- sorting
mechanism in society," said
Matthews. In the article he points
out the degree has been forced to
assume artificial economic and
social value far out of proportion
to the education it represents.
Columbia sociologist I var Berg has
found that graduates and
non-graduates do the same routine
jobs equally well. The country is
turning out many more B.A.'s
than justified, considering the
"mix" of jobs and the "mix" of
ed uca tio nal attainment, while
employers keep redefining and
relabeling the jobs that formerly
did not require a B.A. As a result,
the absolute value of the degree is
diminishing and the disadvantages
of not having one are increasing.
In addition to the economic
discrepancies, Alvin Bloom of
Cornell has found there is a "great
disproportion between what
students study and the lives they
want to lead." The American
degree hang-up produces
"someone who knows a lot about
a little and a little about a lot,"
decided Matthews.
How can all this' be overcome?
Matthews suggests an ideal

!
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OLIVER SMITH JEAN ROSENTHAL
Costumes by

Directed by

l'.ATRICIA ZIPPRODT

STANLEY PRAGER
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Grapplers Boost Record to 3-1
With Successful Holiday Trip
By ANDY GARMEZY
The UNM wrestling team's
Christmas vacation was dampened
by a surprise loss to Colorado
School of Mines on the team's
three match road trip to Colorado
and Wyoming on Dec. 17-20.
But after the opening loss to
Colorado Mines 21-9, which coach
Ron Jacobsen termed a "fluke",
the team came back with victories
over Metropolitan State College,
36-2 and the University of
'
. on
Wyoming,
20-16. The two wms
the trip brings the Lobos' overall
season record to 3-1, including an
opening season victory over
Southern Utah 37-3.

At Metropolitan State the only
points scored against the Lobos
came by way of a draw in the
118-pound class. The Lobos
collected five pins in the match,
all in the middle and heavy
weights. Bob Kelley at 142
pounds started the streak for the
team and was promptly followed
by Bill Dealy at 150, Fred Paynter
at 167, Dave Van Meveren at 190,
and Butch Peterson at
heavyweight.
.
Peterson was the hero agamst
Wyoming. His heroics came by the
way of pin to give the Lo~os a
20-16 victory ovar the highly
rated Cowboys, who finished

WELCOME BACK
Goon LucK
•

ON

FINALS·

And Remember Our
Excellent Menu and
Fast Service
23 00 C entml SE

You'll never taste
a colder beec
Cold-Brewed 8-B-B-Ballantine
P. Ballantine & Son!:!, Newark, New Jomoy

third in the WAC last year.
Going into the heavyweight
match the Lobos were trailing
Wyoming 16-15. Peterson's pin
was the only one the team scored
against the Cowboys.
At the outset of the match it
appeared as though the Lobos
were on their way to another loss.
AftP.r the first five weight classes
had wrestled the Lobos found
themselves at the very short end
of a 16-3. Marvin Jones at 158 ·
pounds started the team bac~. on
the winning track with a deCisiOn
over his opponent to cut the
Cowboy lead to 16-6.
The Lobos then followed with
decisions by F~·ed Paynter at 167,
Dave Jasko at 177, and Dave Van
Meveren at 190. This cut the
Cowboy lead to 16-15 and set the
stage for Peterson's pin.
Jones in the 158-pound class,
Paynter at 167, and Van Meveren
at 190 pounds were the only
Lobo grapplers to go undefeated
in the three matches. Roy Devore
at 126 pounds and Butch Peterson
at heavyweight finished the road
trip at 2-1.
.
The victory over Wyommg was
only the s~cond time in the
school's history that a UNM team
has defeated the University of
Wyoming in wrestling. "I think
the victory made believers out of
our kids," said Jacobsen. "We're
starting to put it together now,
our younger wrestlers are gaining
experience and we're beginning to
wrestle up to our abilities."
The team will receive a big
boost in mid-January when
sophomore Bruce Davis return~ to
the lineup at 190 pounds. Dav1s, a
starter as a freshman, has been out
all year with an infected knee.
When he returns everyone from
158 pounds and up will move
down one weight class.
The UNM team is home this
weekend for a Saturday afternoon
match against the University of
Utah. Last year the Redskins
finished second in the WAC
behind Brigham Young.

r

Campus Briefs
Petrology Group

The women's ski racing team
will meet Thursday at 4:30 p.m.
at Popejoy Hall (enter at the east
stage door). The group will discuss
practices and the upcoming race
at Winter Park. Any woman
interested is asked to call Jayne
Lund, 277-3124, between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m.

Meeting Cancelled

For those with garbage, ..
Residents living in single - unit
rental dwellings who are not billed
for water service will receive their
coupons for plastic bags through
the mail. Coupons will be
attached to a blank water bill.
. Residents of multi-unit rental
dwellings will receive their plastic
bags from their landlords or
apartment managers,

Ski Club
Sid Club's semestet· break trip
to Vail, Colo. still has openings.
The four - day, three - night jaunt
costs $62 which includes lifts,
lodging and transportation. The
collection deadline is Jan. 8, and a
table will be set up in the Union
lobby on Jan. 7 and 8 to take
reservations.

Fred Paynter

Wind Ensemble

Ski Trip Money Due
Ski Club is still collecting
money for their semester ~reak
trip to Vail, Colo. A tab}e wJll be
set up in the Student Umon lobby
this Thursday and Friday for that
purpose. Friday is the last day the
money can be paid,
Total cost for the four - day,
three - night ski venture-which
includes lifts, lodging and
transportation-is $62. Those
students who paid a deposit
before Christmas vacation are
urged to pay the balance by
Friday, Jan. 8.
The club is also planning a
weekend jaunt to Purgatory, Colo.
(outside Durango) at the start of

next semester. More information
will be available soon.
Non-members are still invited
to join the club. The $3 fee,
which covers the entire year, is
applicable towm:d di~cou~ts on ski
rentals and da1ly hft t1ckets at
local ski areas. A special benefit
for the new member is access to
free ski lessons via the ski
instruction committee comprised
of club members. Beginner skiers
are urged to ask about the lessons.
For further information about
the Vail trip, students can contact
Jeff McKinney or Mike Carlson at
842-8812, or Kathi Schroeder at
247-4565, Club advisors are Loren
Potter and Derek Swinson.
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Athletic Office Alters
Date Ticket Deadline
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A deadline for buying UNM student date tickets fodr Lodbo
basketball and additional student seating was announce to ay
by Mary Barnes, UNM athletic ticket man~ger. .
.
Student date tickets will only be avmlable m the athletic
ticket office located in the Athletics Building just south of
University Stadium, Student dat~ tickets will no~ bkedsoid at
the Arena on game nights. Dale tJ~kcts must be p1c c up n~
later than Friday Jan. 8 for the Br1gham Young, Utah and A1r
Force Academy games. The ticket office will be open until 5
p.m. on Friday.
Two and half sections have been added to the student
section although the sections will be held for students only
until 7:30 p.m. the night of the game. After .7:30 p.m. any
available seats will be sold to the general pubhc on a general
admission basis.
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Eugene Rousseau, professor of
saxophone at Indiana University,
will be guest soloist Jan. 6, for a
program of contemporary music
by the UNM Wind Ensemble,
Directed by William E. Rhoads,
the group will perform at 8:15
p.m. in Popejoy Hall.
Compositions from 1940's, 50's
and 60's will include William
Schuman's George Washington
Bridge, Aaron Copland's An
Outdoor Overture, Warren
Benson's The Solitary Dancer,
Walter S. Hartley's Sinfonia No. 4
for Wind Ensemble, and Norman
Delio Joio's Variants on a
Medieval Tune.
Tickets for the concert are
$1.50. Student tickets are 50
cents.

IRS
This year the taxpayer may
have his tax computed by IRS if
he has no more than $20,000
income consisting of wages, tips,
dividends, interest, pensions and
annuities, and does not choose to
itemize deductions. Page two of
the 1 Q.iQ instructions explains
what information must be shown
on the return to have the tax
computed.
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Plastic Refuse Bags

Desert Room
The Desert Room in the Union
will be opened on a menu,
table-waiting basis Jan. 11 instead
of Jan. 4.
11//llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiiiiiiiiiiJIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lll

Calling U
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
Wednesday, Jan. 6
GSA Budget anti Finance
Committee; Union, room 230; 3 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, room 230; 7
p.m.
ASUNM Senate; Union, room 129; 7
p.m.
3 HO; Union, room 253; 7 p.m.
Dames Club; Union, room 231-E;
7:30p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, room 25(}-C;
7:30p.m.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Union, room
25(}-B; 8 p.m.
Student Veterans (cancelled);
Union, room 25(}-D; 8 p.m.
UNM Wind Ensemble, soloist,
Eugene Rousseau; Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.; $1.50 adults, $1 students.
Thursday, Jan. 7
Women's Ski Racing Team; Popejoy
Hall; 4 p.m.
Classical guitar program, music
scholarship benefit; Popejoy Hall; 8:15
p.m.

TWO LOCATIONS:

Blood Plasma Donora Needed.!

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
Tucs.-Sat. R-5

1307 Central N."F.,

Law Library Move
The Law Library is being
moved to the new Bratton Hall
Law building on the north
campus. Half the library was
moved during the Christmas recess
and the remainder will be moved
during semester break.
The library will be closed to the
public through Feb. 1.

Function Characterization
Donald L. Burkholder,
University of II linois-Urbana
mathematician, will speak at a
UNM mathematics department
colloquium Jan. 7, 3:30 p.m.,
biology building, room 100.
Burkholder's talk on a maximal
function characterization of the
hardy classic HP is open to all
interested persons.

Poetry Reading
The ASUNM Poetry Series will
present R.P. Dickey of Pueblo,
Colo. Jan, 8 at 8 p.m. in the
Honors Center Lounge. Dickey's
reading of his poetry will be free
to the public.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

FUN

OKIE'S

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini..
nmm ( $1.40) per time ru!'· 1£ ad Is. to
run five or more consecutive days With
no changes the rate is reduced to De
per word and. the minimum number- of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be '!"'de in
full prior to insertion of advertisement.
WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
205, afternoons preferably or mall.

lOc BEER

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

Ev"ry Tue, 5-6 PM

Ph. 243.0003
Movi& Continuous-Lobby Book
Stor& New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Midnit&
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

Repair & :lfaintcnance
on all foreign cars

9.oreign Car Specialists

ClOilSificd Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Central at University

FUN

FUN

331> Wyoming Blvd. ;-.;E
265·5901
uee Estimates

1)

PERSONALS

N

6236 or 299-6638. 1/8
STUDENT TRAVEL, TRIPS CHARTERS.
Jo}UROPE, ORIENT, AROUND THE
WORLD. Write S.T.O.P. 2150C Shattuck
Berkeley CA 04704-0R SEE TRAVEL
AGENT. 1/6
FREE UNI>l THUNDERBIRDS
SUB
cloakroom. Contributors pick up your

trodu~tion services for sing]c pcop]e. 256-

!j

I

t.:i

CLA§§!FKED
ADVER'TK§liNG

works in Rm. 205. Journalism Bldg: Accepting contributions for second Jssue.
1/8
CANNED HEAT is coming 1 On the same
program CROW. Both at AlbUQuerque
Civic January 16. Tickets S4 in advance,
$5 at door. Available at Reidling's, Mira-:1di, K & B Music, Cristy Records. 1/8
•
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day.

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum {that's I 0 words 5 times)

3)

to a

•

3 yrs. undergraduate general curriculum
2 yrs. Graduate Professional ,\I anagemcn t Program

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

5)

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT _ _ _ TIMES STARTING _ __

Want Ads say it

MEETING

in a Big Way!!

Jan. 7, (Thursday) 4:oo P.M.
at S('hool of' Bttsine;s & Administrative SdeiH'l's, Room 12·1
(twx t to S<"hool or Law)

FORSALE

HARRIS TWEED SPORT COATS-$30.00
each. Brand New Arrivals from England.
Also, Fabulous Gifts From Far Away
Places. Freed CompanY 107-lat Northwest, Albuquerque. 2/15
USED TV's. $9.95. Color and Dlnck/Whitc.
All repair guaranteed. 2413 4th N.W.
2/17
FIVE 1971 COMPONENT SETS, 150 watt>;
with prof<!Ssionnl set•fes. Garrard ehnrtger
with cueing device and nntislcnte control.
Twelve speaker nir suspension system.
AM/I''M mu1tip1~x radio with srratch nmi
rumble filters, United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mnlco NE. 9-9 Mon.-Sat, Until 5 on
Sunday. 12/10
SLIGHTLY SCRATCHED. 1971 Zigtng
Sewing Mnchine to b~ sold on firl'it ctomc,
first served basis, $34.00 each. UNITED
I•'REIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
il-9 l>lon.-Snt. Until 5 on Sunday. 12-'10

6)

TOPICS: NIL\ & Futttl"l' Opportunitil'.s; ;\lew Intern J>ro.
gra111; Joint lkgr<·<· Oppol"lunitil·~: .\dmission pi-o<<·dun· &
req u i n·nH·n h

SEilVICES

TYYPING: Term papers, Theses, etc. l>lrs.
Kinkade, 898-3400.
·oPEN-PARkiNG LOT at Yale & Gold
SE. Plenty of space. 25c per day or $4.16
per month. For monthly permit call 2968161. 2/8

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

EMPLOYMENT

GI!INillm MT•:N WANTED -- Mondny-

ENCL9SED

$._ _ __

PLACED B Y - - - - - - - - - -

Thur.sdny _cvcninf.!~. Cnmpu~ detiveric:-; fm·
'l'h<• GrindN· I•~artory, Cnll .Jrff, 266-2!Hl·i
ot• 21lll-~2~2 <H: :10-1 :~o )l.m. l
--------~--- -~----;--,--rl1i':Ll{l)HONNRS for rharity dri\·c---long
hai1· olmy~~.-wnd tnonr•Y~--2Hfi·11S4. 1 S
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year, In addition, Scott said, "I
would like the next Congress to
be known as the health rights
Congress."
Legislation in the 92nd could
well take a back seat to
presidential politics. The Senate is
filled with candidates fm· the
Democratic nomination.
Among the apparently active
seekers are Sens, Edmund S.
Muskie of Maine, George ,s,
McGovern of South Dakota, Birch
Bayh of Indiana, Harold E.
Hughes of Iowa, Fred R. Harris of
Oklahoma, and, on a quiele1· scale,
Sen. Walter F. Monda]e of
Minnesota.
Less active but still possibilities
are former Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey, who will return to
the Senate, and Kennedy.

INTRO Ethical, Confidential. Discreet in-

(Three-Two MBA option)

Men's Shop
2120 Central S.E.

But the pack is out to get
Albert's old job as Democratic
leader, Those on the hunt are
Reps. Hale Boggs of Louisiana,
now the whip, B.F. Sisk of
California, James G. O'Hara of
Michigan, Morris K. Udall of
Arizona, Wayne L. Hays of Ohio,
and Edward P. Boland of
Massachusetts.
There are two possible contests
for leadership posts in the Senate.
Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee may try to unseat GOP
leader Hugh Scott, and Sen.
Robert C. Byrd (D-W.Va.) may
attempt to displace Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy (D-Mass,) as
Democratic whip.
Even before meeting, the 92nd
Congress already faces a large
backlog of accumulated proposals,
also a legacy from the 9Ist.
Chairman Wilbur Mills (D-Ark.)
of the House Ways and Means
Committee has promised to make
increases in social security
benefits priority business, When
adopted, the increases would be
retroactive to Jan. 1.
Congressional leaders have also
indicated to President Nixon that
they will give his welfare reforms,
including a $1600 guaranteed
income to every family, early
consideration.
But Scott has told the
administration to make a
"substantial overhaul'! of the bill
before submitting it to Congress.
He said there were needed changes
in the areas of audit, review and
penalties.
Also left over and sure to be
considered are measures proposing
revenue sharing with the states,
import quotas, revamping the
draft system and leading to an
all-volunteer army,
There are some indications,
however, that the 92nd Congress
may initiate some far-reaching
health legislation. The
administration is working on a
health insurance recommendation
and some cradle - to - grave
programs were introduced last

u
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Freshmen, Sophomores; & Juniors

Leather Outer Coots
Sports Coots
Bell Bottoms
All Ski Parkas
All Sweaters

to Open With Filibuster

WASHINGTON (UPI)- As a
legacy from its immediate
predecessor, the 92nd Congress,
convening Jan. 21, will open with
a Senate filibuster against making
it easier to kill a filibuster.
Senate leaders, frustrated in
the closing weeks of the 91st
Congress by at least seven
effective filibusters, have served
notice an attempt will be made to
change the rules.
The goal of the reformet·s is to
reduce from two-thirds present
and voting to three-fifths, the
number needed to invoke closure
and still a filibuster. The motion
will run into the usual filibuster
from Southerners and smar!-state
conservatives .
The proposed change in the
filibuster rule is only one of the
attempts in the Senate and House
to speed congressional action by
streamlining procedures in the
hopes of averting another
session-ending shambles .
Serious attacks on the seniority
system will be made in the House,
with Democrats planning an effort
to unseat at least one chairman,
Rep. John L, McMillan (D-S.C.) of
the District of Columbia
committee.
'rhere is some speculation that
the purge effort may reach to
Rep. William M. Colmer, chairman
of the powerful rules committee,
and W.R. Poage (D-Tex.) of the
agriculture committee.
The Senate, lagging behind the
House on reforms, does not have a
purge in the works, although Sen.
HatTy F. Byrd (D-Va.) who was
reelected as an Independent, may
face a challenge in the Democratic
caucus.
The first political bloodletting
of the 92 Congress will come even
before the first gavel falls, when
House Democrats meet to choose
their new leaders.
In the wake of Speaker John
McCormack's retirement, Rep.
Carl Albert of Oklahoma, now the
majority leader, will inherit,
without contest, the speakership.

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Ye<~rs Old
Proof of Ag& Required

518 C&ntral S.W.

ATTENTION ALL

SELECT GROUP OF

.

518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
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5 Years

I Senate

Women Siders

UNM graduate student Ron
Fodor will lead a discussion of the
geology department petrology
discussion group Jan. 7, 7:30
p.m., geology building, room 116.
His talk on pyroxene
crystallization in a clacalkalic
sequence, Mogollon Plateau, is
open to all interested persons. The
talk is the fifth in the group's
semester series.
The Student Veterans meeting
scheduled for tonight has been
cancelled due to cold weather,
said a spokesman for the
organization.
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Change Hopes to Speed Congressional Action
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By ERIC NELSON
There will not be a student
co-operative bookstore this year.
Student government would have to
plan one full year in advance in order
to divert a semester's budget into it.
But the problem is not just time
or student government funds. In
actuality the University owns the
bookstore, has the facilities and
inventory already to open a
co-operative bookstore complete
with yearly rebates. Only ...
0 nly the University bookstore
(erroneously named the Associated
Student bookstore; screwed again)
operates for profit because it
supports the New Mexico Union's
operation. You got it, the profits of
the bookstore are given to the
Union, via the bureaucracy of che
University business office- a paper
exchange- because the Union can't
pay for itself.
This ridiculous situation was
started by the state legislature, which
gives funds for academic buildings.
However, they consider the Union
non-essential, and therefore the
University must come up with the
money- which means you pay for
the Union because you buy your
books at that ill-stocked, highpriced bookstore.
If you speak to Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender he
will tell you that it is typical for
Unions to run into the hole; because
of inadequate funding or
mismanagement he didn't say.
On the other hand, unions such as
the one the present Union Director
Ron Baum came from make money.
At Fresno State they made $30,000
last year, which is the basis of a
satellite union building fund; all
done with a smaller population than
UNM, and yet it is a commuter
school like UNM.
Regarding the Union's plight,
there have been serious rumors
aiming the corruptive influence at
individual departments; rumors
suggesting that the internal
machinery wastes considerable
monies because they can't keep track
of what they've got.
Individual departments such as
food services point out that such
things as theft of sandwiches throw

letters:
In Praise ...
To the Editor:
There have been many recent
criticisms of UNM's Student Health
Center which may be true or
imagined, but I have something good
to say about the Center. I don't
claim to base this on an extensive
study, but only on one single
experience.
I hurt my shoulder in a P.E. class
in December and was sent to the
center. I was given good, concerned
treatment immediately by Dr.
Dennis Jackson and nurses before
being sent to a hospital for further
treatment. These people could have
taken a "ho-hum" attitude but
they did not. I can find no fault with
the services there but instead have
only the highest praise and would
like to publicly thank Jackson and
the nurses whose names I do not
know, for a job well done.
Russell Scott

them way off their budget; that they
want to raise the price of the second
cup of coffee to a dime because they
lose money on two and - a - half
gallons of coffee at a nickel a cup.
This, however, was shown to be
incorrect at the Union Boaxd
meeting - food services cost analysis
was wrong: they were making $2.36
per urn when they claimed to be
losing about half that amount per
mn (two and- a- half gallons) of
coffee.
What I want student government
to do is to run a cost - analysis on

the indidual depru:tments of the legislatme - to impress upon them
Union see what the Union buys, for that the Union is the hotbed at
how 'much, what their internal UNM. Last spring's strike focused on
checking procedures are and so on. the inadequate operation of the
But student government has Union as much as the issue of
neither the extra people nor the time Cambodia. The Union is essential to
to do this Without student help. We the very life of the campus - and we
need your help to "Nader's Raders" intend to impress the legislature with
the Union. If we don't have it then that.
we can never force either the Union
If you want to help yourself and
or the University to shape up its the University, then come to the
operation and create a co·operative organizational meeting Friday at
bookstore.
noon in Room 250-C in the Union.
Meanwhile student lobby is Strike a blow at incompetence carrying the message to the power to the people!

Legislative Forecast-- Looking Better
Universities Will Get Better Shake From Lawmakers
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By JIM PENSIERO
For the past 12 years I have been
required to dutifully record some
aspect of the Christmas season for
my English class and being as I am
now a relatively liberated college
youth and am no longer required to
do such madness I feel quite
inadequate. What is Christmas with
some diligent educator of the masses
asking me for my interpretations of
kissing grandmom, throwing
snowballs at REA trucks, getting
drunk on spiked eggnog, or vainly
at tempting to communicate with
God (i.e. presents) on Christmas
Eve? So, instead of attempting' to
bore you with such mundane
expeditions into unreality, I will now
relate to you my interpretations of
the long trip back from home.
For some unknown reason I
recorded many of the everyday,
though none the less strange, events
that occurred on one flight 173 from
Philadelphia (Pa. not Miss.) to
Albuquerque with an intermediate
stop at Chicago. My only
rationalization for recording the
events of the flight were perhaps to
alleviate boredom or maybe to prove
to some unknown flight companion
that I am indeed a college journalist.
8 a.m. EST- Janet and Madge
(names protected to be trite) today's
stewardi, standing seductively in
front of the cabin showing, along
with great sections of leg, thigh and
painted eyebrow, the correct method
of attaching one's emergency oxygen
mask to one's face in case of disaster.
The plane itself, like many others
today, is crammed with the standard
assortment of students, nuns,
rumpled old women 'and artificially
crisp looking businessmen. The
students unfortunately were the
most boring group aboard, seemingly
jaded toward the aspect of flight or
of parents that surrounded and
advised them while in the terminal.
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By SUE MAJOR
year but closed five for a strike
and BARBARA MORGAN
especially for in-state students,
New Mexico legislators are like the one at UNM last spring, Salman said he would fight a introduced but several legislators appointments, but "anyone
predicting things will go a little we could take back 5/365 of the tuition hike for either in or out - said they wouldn't support it.
"I am in favor of a strong appointed to the posts would have
better for the state's universities appropriation."
of · state students.
Echols said flare ups on the
student government but you can't to convince the entire Senate and
in the upcoming legislative session
Senate Majority Leader Tibo support one on a voluntary fee the Senate Rules Committee of
campuses
"don't
get
me
too
than in the past two years, in spite
Chavez (D·Valencia) said he does
their competence," said Morgan.
of the chance of tuition hikes and excited. These ·things happen in not favor a tuition increase but basis. I think a study should be
made on exactly what the fees
However, Malry said he favors
BEF funding recommendations the course of human affairs."
that the legislature "may have to pay for but I am against a blanket
Tuition
Increase
one Board of Regents for all the
below university requests.
consider
it
if the universities have
In connection with unrest on to increase their budgets and we lowering of the fees without such state's universities. "Then we
Newly elected House Majority
an investigation," Eastham said, wouldn't get entangled with,, all
Leader David Salman (D - Union - campus and ways to deal with it, can't raise taxes."
Salman
predicted
introduction
of
Senator Ike Morgan (D·Curry)
Mora - Harding) said the
Senate Minority Leader John said, "Several things about the universities saying they need
a
bill
to
prohibit
use
of
federal
or
money. A board of regents for all
legislature would probably be
Eastham (R-Bernalillo)
more responsive to the universities state undercover agents on commented tuition is "pretty student fees are unfair but to colleges would be impartial and
eliminate student fees would be to would be able to run programs in
because legislative membership is campuses without prior steep" now.
knowledge by th,e school's
cripple many student activities." the same way rather than having
"younger and more liberal."
"I would prefer extra money
administrators.
However,
he
said
"I don't think its the
policies at each
Legislators contacted said the
come from state appropriations. prerogative bf the legislature to different
chances
of
getting
it
passed
are
institution."
Legislative Universities Study "very slim."
Any conceivable alternative to a rule on mandatory fees. Its the
Committee, founded after
tuition increase would be prerogative of the student bodies,
Mershon said he would support
The Board of Educational preferable,"
controversy surrounded use of
he said.
a move for one Board of Regents.
Finance
(BEF)
recommended
a
the
universities
and
the
regents,"
"The Love Lust Poem" in a UNM
Legislators also predicted
"For one thing we can't afford
freshman English class two years tuition increase of 20 percent over universities will receive Salman said,
Ph.D.
programs for everything at
"There's a good deal of feeling
ago, will probably not be a two·year period for the state's appropriations close to BEF
each
insti~ution.
Each university
universities, and several legislators
among older legislators that the
continued after this session.
recommendations, "We probably colleges need to have some kind should serve a (definite) need."
predicted
the
tuition
increase
will
Only One Boss
probably pass in spite of won't adjust BEF of control on fees," Mershon said.
Representatives indicated an
Senate Minority Leader John opposition
recommendations without first "University administrations object
to it.
18 - year - old voting age limit in
Eastham (R-Bernalillo) called the
them,"
Mershan
said.
consulting
"I suppose a tuition increase
to the legislature raising tuition, state elections would pass the
function of the LUSC "dubious
Malry, however, said he would then they raise fees. For example,
will be at least what the BEF
and finished."
House "without too much
like a provision passed which
difficulty." But Senate Majority
"The universities need only one recommended," said John would give a university more Eastern raised fees for new
Whip Odis Echols (D-Curry.
boss - the Board of Regents as Mershon (D·Otero ), chairman of funding if enrollment increased. dormitories and now they are not
filled. New Mexico Military
Roosevelt) said, "I suspect we will
the Constitution provides- not the House Appropriations and
"I'm
very
concerned
with
the
Institute took action to double
have difficulty getting it through
the Board of Regents and the Finance Committee.
''The legislature proposed a fact the BEF has underestimated the physical aspects of the school
the Senate. Even if we can't get
legislature too," said Lenton
tuition hike last year and the enrollment increases at UNM for without consulting the legislature,
the
state election age limit for 18 Malry (D-Bernalillo ).
the last two years, We have no
Rep, Tom Hoover university presidents all came up provision to meet an and then their population fell off year - olds, we should at least
allow the 18 - year - old vote in
(R-Bernalillo) House Minority and spoke against it. I think they over-enrollment crisis. No matter and they need money to pay for
congressional primaries,"
Leader, said he "wouldn't be all realized now tuition should how many students a university everything. If the population
surprised" if legislation were have been raised, and they've gets it can't get any more money. varies either way to affect an
A bill to lower state voting age
recommended it. I'm convinced it We need to build in a system institution, they say the
introduced to reduce the amount
requirements has been introduced
legislature
should
give
them
more
was
a
mistake
not
to
raise
it
last
of money a university would
whereby a university can receive money to make up for it."
and defeated at previous
year," he said.
receive should it close down
more money with increased
le~islative
sessions, but Malry feels
Regents
Tuition Steep
during the regular academic year.
enrollment," he said.
With
~ecent
Supreme Court rulings
Two appointments to the UNM
House Speaker Walter Martinez
"For example, if a university were
Voluntary Fees
allowmg 18 - year- olds to vote in
Board
of
Regents
will
be
made
by
pointed
out
not
all
(D-Valencia)
supposed to be open 365 days a
A bill to do away with Gov. Bruce King. Senators said federal elections, a bill to lower
the legislators favor a tuition hike, mandatory
student fees could be
they would concur with King's state age requirements has a
greater chance of passing now.
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. worrying excPssively that my parents
were worrying exc(!Ssively when the
pilot for the first, and not last, time
interrupted. He wanwd us that we
were somewhere lwtwepn Pittsburgh,
Pa. and Fort Wayne, which I imaginP
put us dirPctly over Turnkey Jet.,
Ohio. He added that the weather in
Chicago was pretty foul.
10 a.m. CST- We've just gotten
done circling Chicago for about half
The businessmen were different. an hour. The pilot keeps reassuring
The one sitting next to me noticed us as we bank precariously in the
that I was writing something and cloud cover that we are not lost after failing at translating my writing inserting half- humorously that we
turned in disdain toward his brother aren't bombing Milwaukee, either.
of the briefcase who was sitting It's snowing in Chicago as we finally
across the aisle and began the type of land. The scene there is strangely
conversation that must be peculiar to reminiscent of that American classic
all except those who fly twice a novel "Airport"; snow, skidding
week. After each announcement by airplanes, heroic ground crews and
the pilot or stewardess the traveling hassled air controllers. All that's
execs would put down their missing is pregnant stewardi and
respective copies of Newsweek and bomb threats. My airline breakfast is
say something sarcastic about sloshing distressingly in my stomach
business, family, the airline or a few as we finally slide up the terminal.
words of praise for their new Corfam
10 a.m. CST- Following schedule
shoes with the progressive buckled we should have left Chicago an hovr
look.
ago but as it turns out we are just
Feeling strangely alienated from receiving a new load of voyagers. The
my traveling companions I thus grumpy old stud who sat next to me
resolved to turn inward. I was
has taken his attache case and self
elsewhere. Slowly the plane refills,
not with the same depressing
assortment that shared the first leg
of the journey, but with a motley
group of none other than
internationally- renowned UNM
students. Many had faces I'd seen
before but in my flight induced state
of paranoia and indigestion I said
nothing. I instead occupied my time
reading a New Yorker hoping
subconsciously that some se.i'lsitive
person would recognize me as
intellectual and cosmopolitan and
begin a conversation of sorts, 1 mean
not every Ferrel Heady in the world
reads a New Yorket· while stalled in
the aptly 11amed O'Hare Airport ...
(To be continued)
.
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Army Dismisses Charges
Against Four Officers
WASHINGTON (UPI)- Citing insuffient evidence, the
Army Wednesday dropped charges against four officers
accused of covering up the alleged massacre at My Lai in
1968.
13 were originally charged with suppressing information
about the incident, but charges against six others were
dropped earlier, also for insuffient evidence.
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Uh-One, Uh-Two

Finn Rejects Government Proposal

CSA Takes Lockheed to Court

WASHINGTON (UPI)Financially troubled Lockheed
Aircraft Corp., risking a possible
halt in construction of the C5A,
declared Wednesday it would go
to court rather than accept a
government - proposed $200
million loss on the controversial
jet transport.
The Defense Department
proposed that th'J loss be spread
over the entire CtiA program,
reducing Lockheed's take from
$3.7 billion to $3.5 billion. In
exchange the _Pentagon would
have rcicased $200 million
appropl'iated by the last congress
to keep production goit1g this
spring.
But Daniel J, Haughton,
Lockheed Board Chairman, told a
news conference his firm has
decided to sue :Cor more than
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Among the three still charged is
Maj. Gen. Samuel W. Koster, the
division commander of the troops
which participated in the My Lai
sweep, who later was named
commandant of the u.s. Military
Academy at West Point. He was
the highest ranking officer
charged.
All .of the 13 were accused of
suppressing information- not
with being involved in the alleged
slaughter of South Vietnam
civilians at My Lai.
Charges were dropped
Starting with tl1e first step in skiing, a shaky snowplow, a beginning Wednesday by Lt. Gen. Jonathan
skier on the Santa Fe slopes whizzes hopefully down the 0. Seaman, 1st Army Commander
mountainside. The steps, however, are not printed in the snow, a Ia at Ft. Meade, Md., _"because of
Arthur MutTay.
insufficient evidence."
The four officers concerned
were Lt. Col. David C. Gavin,
Stafford Springs, Miss.; Lt. Col.
William D. Guinn, Greenville,
Tenn.; Maj. Charles C. Calh<>un,
Greenville, S.C.; and Maj. Freder.ic
$ 5 00 million in the hope of congressional commit.tees.
W. Watke, Omaha, Neb.
winning a better financial
Guinn and Gavin were advisers
The C5A became controversial
set.tlement in the courts. He said in 1969 when A.E. Fitzgerald, Air
to South Vietnamese officials in
the litigation probably will take Force efficiency expert later fired, Quang Ngai Province, where My
two to five yem·s.
revealed that cost estimates had Lai is situated. Watke was
Haughton expressed confidence risen $2 billion, to more than $5 commander
of a helicopter
that meanwhile a new agreement billion for 120 planes. The company which was operating
could be reached for the release of program was plagued by financial aircraft in and around My Lai the
government funds. He said his difficulties through 1970.
day of the incident. Calhoun was
company would have to have
The Air Force has reduced its executive officer of the task force
additional money "from some order to 81 planes but the which conducted the My Lai
source" by the end of February if program is still expected to cost sweep.
ptoduction of the big plane at $4.6 billion. 30 of the transports,
In addition to the 13 accuse!l
Marietta, Ga., is to continue.
equal in size to the civilian 4 7 4 of suppressing information, three
Deputy Defense Secretary jetliner, have been completed. The other officers and six enlisted men
David Packard, who proposed the last is scheduled to roll off the are charged with violent crimes
fixed loss plan Dec. 30, production line in early 1973.
such as mmder, maiming and
mentioned the possibility of an
Haughton said the possibility of indecent assault.
alternate plan in whieh the huge cost overruns was
Another defendant, Staff Sgt.
government funds would be anticipated at the time of the David Mitchell, was acquitted in a
released dul'ing litigation, but he original contract in a "re-pricing coUI't martial Nov. 20 of charges
did not go into detail. He said, clause," which he said will be one he assaulted 31 Vietnamese with
however, he would confer with of the big issues in the litigation.
intent to kill them.
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St"ll
seek"Ing
I
Bank Robber
Campus police are still
seeking a suspect in the
$15,500 robbery of the
American Bank of Commerce
(ABC) branch in the Union.
Po lice chief Jack Cairns
described the suspect as 6·2"
to 6-4", wearing a full-length,
grey-colored sweatsuit and a
red ski mask.
Po lice believe the robber
stayed in the bookstore after it
closed Dec. 11 at 5 p.m. and
crawled 30 feet thmugh a
ceiling duct into the bank.
Corliss Shea, a teller at the
branch, told police she opened
the bank at 8 Saturday
morning, leaving the key in the
lock after re-locking the door
behind her.
She then went to hang up her
coat, and when she opened the
restroom door, a man was
standing there. He told her he
didn't want to hurt her, and
that he just wanted the money
from the safe, said Patrolman
William H. Conley, the
investigating officer.
Shea told the police she
never saw a weapon but the
man kept one hand in his
picket: during the robbt>ry.
Anyone who may have seen
the suspect leaving the bank is
requested to call the campus
police, 277 ·2241.

